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Sixty Years and Counting for
Maco Office Source, NJ Independent

Two Must-Read
Articles in This
Month’s Issue

It’s going to be a special year for Ricky Reissman and his
team at Jersey City, New Jersey-based Maco Office Supplies, as the dealership founded by his father and three
other partners in 1952 gets ready to mark its 60th year of
service to the local business community.

If you read nothing else in this month’s
issue, there are two important articles
that really demand your attention.

And, says Ricky, that’s not all they have to celebrate.
Maco may operate in one of the most competitive markets
in the country but that didn’t stop Ricky and his team posting a 25% sales gain last year, driven primarily by new jansan and office furniture sales.
Maco is very much a family business, with Ricky’s wife,
Sharon, very much involved in marketing and the office furniture side of the business.
Ask Ricky what’s been behind the Maco success story over
the past 60 years and he points to its people and the outstanding customer service and office products education
they provide.
“Maco has been providing quality products and office furnishings for over half a century,” he says proudly. “We have
watched our customers’ businesses grow over the years
and are looking forward to continuing to help them and to
living up to our slogan of ‘A Trusted Name in the Industry’
for many more years to come!”

Arkansas Office Products Launches
‘Product Tester’ Program for Customers
In Sherwood, Arkansas, just outside of Little Rock, Steven
Pawloski and his team at AOffice Products (AOP) have
come up with an innovative new way to take those all-important customer relationships to a new level.
Now, if you’re an AOP customer, you can sign up to become
a product tester for the dealership and be among the first
to sample the latest and greatest new products our industry
has to offer.
All you have to do is let Steven and his folks know what you
think of the product and your feedback will be posted on
the AOP Facebook page.
The program is just getting started, with initial plans calling
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The first, on page 12, comes to you
courtesy of Houston independent Sam
Young and his team at Liberty Office
Products.
It’s about what happened about a year ago, when fire hit their
building, and the lessons Sam had to learn about insurance,
back up plans and customer outreach in the difficult weeks that
followed.
Sam thought he had all his contingency plans in place to handle
that kind of business disaster and chances are, so do you.
Pausing only to thank Sam and his team for allowing us to share
their story, I would encourage you to take to heart the lessons
Sam learned and give your own business insurance policies
and contingency plans a thorough review to make sure they are
up to date and cover all the necessary bases.
The second must-read article comes from veteran industry consultant Bill Kuhn and is Bill’s response to dealer comments in
last month’s cover story about the difficulty of making any long
term business plans in today’s rapidly changing business
environment.
Bill makes a convincing argument that we may well know as
much about the future as we’ve ever known, but even if that’s
not the case, some kind of planning exercise that looks beyond
the next sale or the next month is still essential for any dealer
who’s serious about the long term viability and prosperity of his
or her business.
The pace of industry change today may make such an exercise
difficult, but surely it doesn’t make it any less critical!
Fortunately, Bill’s column this month also offers a very practical
framework for conducting such a planning exercise.
Hopefully, you’ll have time for the rest of the issue as well. But
if you do nothing else, do yourself and your business a big favor
and give some serious thought to what Sam Young and Bill
Kuhn have to say this month and what your own business could
learn from them.
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The #1 Software Provider for the Office Products Industry

Stay a

Step Ahead
with ECi technology

Rob Mallin, Village Office Supply
ECi DDMS customer since 2005

Only ECi gives you the tools to stay a step ahead:
• Business systems designed to meet YOUR needs—whether you are a
start-up or a multi-location company
• Manage multiple product lines and verticals using one business system
• Integrated solutions to cover all of your business needs—including
credit card processing, managed print services, business
analytics and CRM
• Best-in-class e-commerce that allows you to compete against
the big box stores

Stay a step ahead! Contact ECi today.

www.ECiSolutions.com/Ahead
Member of

866.374.3221 • www.ecisolutions.com • info@ecisolutions.com
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for new product samples to go out for testing on a monthly basis. Customer response, says Steven, has been very
positive and with the support of his manufacturer partners, he’s looking for it to become an important new marketing resource
for his dealership going forward.

Denver Dealer EON | Today’s
Office Helps Out on Customer’s
School Lounge Makeover Contest
What do you call a business that develops a
way to strengthen customer relationships,
gets themselves a little free PR and does
some good in the community, all at the same
time?

If you’re anywhere near Denver, you might call
them EON | Today’s Office, since that’s just
what Elena Sirpolaidis and her team are doing
through their involvement in a contest to provide free school lounge makeovers to deserving schools across the country.
The contest organizer, California Casualty,
has a long record of service to educators
and other public service professionals and
they also happen to be a longtime EON
client. So when they went looking for someone to handle the makeovers for the lucky
winners, EON was a logical choice.
The first winner, a local Denver elementary
school, received a $5,000 makeover featuring design work by EON’s Ashley Ballard
and product from Global The Total Office
and Safco, among others.
But they’re just the first of what looks like a
long line of winners, with four more
makeover projects already in the works.

Social Media Posting
of the Month
This month’s posting come from the Facebook page of Indianapolis-area Herman
Miller dealer OfficeWorks and is a friendly
reminder about some of its service-related
capabilities:
“Everyone knows that OfficeWorks sells
and installs quality furniture both new and
used. Did you know we can also reconfigure your existing space? We can also help
you move from one location to another. It
doesn't matter if it's across the hall or
across the state, OfficeWorks can help!”
As long as we can find them, we’ll feature
each month a social media posting designed to give other dealers useful content
ideas.
If you’ve got any of your own you’d like to
share, just send them along (simon@idealercentral.com) and we’ll take it from there.

Like to find out more? Check out the You
Tube video on the first makeover here.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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©2011 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Box Tops for Education is a registered trademark of General Mills used with permission.

The Classics...

With Box Tops for Education® on every pack.
Avery® provides everything you’d expect from a sticky note...
and more. The classic styles you want and new features
like See-Through, Lay Flat and Perforated, give you
more reason than ever to insist on Avery.
Little things that work in a big way ™

Innovative Products

Easy-to-use Templates and Software

Service and Support

avery.com
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Greenville Office Supply, SC Dealer, Hosts OscarThemed Customer Appreciation Event

gOSCARS featured a variety of movie-themed elements such as
Marilyn Monroe cut-outs, Oscar-winning movie posters and even
a red carpet walkway.
“Our goal for the event was to bring together a variety of office
workers from the community and help them learn more about our
company and how our products and services can help them,” said
Charles. “We also wanted to give them a fun time and a chance to
win great prizes and free products.”
Evidently, it was mission accomplished on both fronts. The event
drew close to 500 customers and prospects to the dealership’s
headquarters and they enjoyed free food and product samples
from over 25 participating vendors, along with door prizes that included iPad 2 and television giveaways.

New Name for Southeast Office Supply, CO Dealer
Greenville Office Supply’s gOSCARS event also generated some positive PR
and GOS president Charles Scales was interviewed by a local TV news
reporter.
In Greer, South Carolina, the stars were out in force last month, as
Charles Scales and his team at Greenville Office Supply (GOS)
hosted a customer appreciation event with a difference, the 2012
gOSCARS.
Centered around the theme of the Academy Awards, the

It’s goodbye Southeast Office Supply and hello SameDay Office
Supply in Englewood, Colorado, just outside of Denver, as Lori
Weimar and her team introduce a new name for their dealership
that, says Lori, reflects one of their key market differentiators.

WORLD PREMIERE
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DURABLE’s DURAFRAME®—

AND
AND

THUMBTACKS
HUMBTACKS!

a contemporary self-adhering display sign with hinged magnetic front to create
professional-looking signage/displays quickly and easily. Bid farewell to tape,
thumbtacks, etc. DURAFRAME® offers a simple, stylish yet efﬁcient way to
organize, display and update important information.

Features
t Adheres to any smooth, solid surface—simply peel, stick, done!
t Special adhesive allows for repositioning from one location to another*
t Sturdy lens cover pulls back effortlessly, allowing for speedy insert updates
t Magnetic seal holds inserts securely in place
t Can be read from both sides when afﬁxed to transparent surfaces, such as glass
t Available
v
in tabloid, letter and half letter sizes

Item#

Description

Size

DBL4877-01
DBL4878-01

Letter
Half-Letter

81⁄2" x 11"h
51⁄2" x 81⁄2"h

DBL4876-01

Taabloid

11" x 17"h

Visit
Visit us on the web
to learn more about
DURAFRAME
DURAFRAME®
DURABLEOFFICEPRODUCTS.COM

*Non-removable on wallpaper,
painted surfaces and wood.

DBL312-2011LN
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For the future of your business,
invest for the long-run.
MBS DEV provides software solutions to help independent
dealers compete against big-box chains and discount
e-tailers. With the smart use of technology, we empower
business suppliers to grow their businesses in their local
communities and beyond.
Whether you are a small reseller and need a platform for
growth, or a large distributor with complex operations and
supply chain challenges, we have proven, scalable solutions to support your company from back-end to front-end
and everywhere in between.
For more information about MBS DEV & a free
white paper titled “Empower Your Distribution
Business to Compete” go to reg.mbsdev.com/
ID.shtml and enter the code “Independent.”

What do you want to do?
s Win against the power channel?
s Grow online business?
s Improve the customer experience?
s Connect sales to real time customer data?
s Punch out to your customers’ ERP systems?
s Reduce operation costs?
s Market more effectively?

www.mbsdev.com
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“We’ve been providing same-day delivery for orders called in by
10:00 am for close to thirty years and currently make about 75
same-day deliveries a day,” she reports. “The new name seemed
a logical next step for us, particularly as we’ve expanded our market coverage and are no longer limited just to southeast Denver,”
she added.
Business, Lori reports, has been “phenomenal.” The dealership has
set a goal of adding ten new accounts a week and, she says happily, they meet that goal about 90% of the time.
“We have a great team here with close to 300 years of industry experience between them and they are doing an outstanding job of
making the most of the current challenges facing our big box competition,” she says.
In addition to doing good things on the business front, Lori and her
team are also equally effective corporate citizens. Last year, their
“Cartridges with a Mission” recycling program raised nearly
$15,000 for a local non-profit and, says Lori, represents a key component of their organization.
“From the day we opened, we’ve been about saving money, saving
time and saving others,” she proclaims proudly. That’s not a bad
model for any business in our book, whether you do it all on a
same-day basis or not!

San Francisco Dealer Jamie Patrick Named ‘World
Open Water Swimming Man of the Year’
Our congratulations
go to Jamie Patrick,
general manager at
San Francisco independent Patrick &
Co., who earlier this
month was named
World Open Water
Swimming Man of
the Year by The
Open Water Source,
the leading online resource for the open water swimming
community.
Jamie, who started swimming as a youngster and trained under
Olympic swimmers Matt Biondi and Tim Shaw, last year completed
an unprecedented 111-mile, 31-hour charity swim down the Sacramento River in northern California.
He completed a double-crossing of Lake Tahoe in 2010, a 44-mile
swim over 25 hours.
Jamie represents the fourth generation of leadership at the dealership, which was founded by his great-grandfather in 1873.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

WE’RE FIRED UP ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY.
At Phoenix, we’re celebrating a decade of on-site records protection.

Since 2001, Phoenix has covered a lot of ground helping
independent dealers discover the potential of our
fire-resistant files and safes.
Our decade of traveling has made Phoenix your destination
for better sales, higher margins and a strong reputation for
protecting your customers’ most valuable assets.
It’s been a terrific 10 years at Phoenix,
and our journey is just beginning.

(clockwise from top)

SAFE INTERNATIONAL, LLC

10th Anniversary

FEBRUARY 2012

Jeff McQueen
Janet Pape
Penny Cooper
Sharon Maish

800.636.0778 | www.phoenixsafeusa.com
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In Memoriam:
Dan Crane of Arrow
Office Supply
Daniel "D" Crane, a
partner/owner
of
Arrow Office Supply in
Detroit, died January
7 after suffering a
massive heart attack.
He was 54.
Dan had been involved in the industry for over 30 years and was
a former TriMega board member.
Dan is survived by his partner, Tamara Cerini
and family members Sandy (Karen) Crane,
Michael (Sandy Golden) Crane, Lisa (fiancé
Russ Barker) Schiff, Lori (Tim) Ryan and several
nieces and nephews.
It is suggested that those who wish to honor
his memory may do so by making a contribution to a charity of their choice.

FEBRUARY 2012

“I feel truly blessed and am very proud
to be named World Open Water Swimming Man of the Year,” commented
Jamie on the award. “I will continue to
do things that seem out of reach and
live my adventures. I will push myself,
have fun, and embrace others on their
quest, however they choose to pursue
it.”

Superior Business Products,
NY Independent, Names 2011
‘Employees of the Year’
In Schenectady, New York, congratulations are in order for sales manager
Steve Sabatino and delivery specialist
Jim Doty of Superior Business Products, co-winners of the dealership’s
“Employee of the Year Award” for
2011.

Seefeld, and, he says, it not only helps
boost morale but also makes a statement about the dealership’s commitment to its “Whatever it takes…and
then some” slogan for customer
service.
Steve and Jim were selected by a committee comprised of Superior’s management team and last year’s winner
and they will each receive their own
personally engraved glass award,
recognition on a company plaque with
past recipients and an extra vacation
day in 2012.

Got News?
E-mail Simon

Superior has been running its Employee of the Year program for the past
ten years, reports president Ray
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Lessons Learned
the Hard Way
How a fire at his dealership taught Sam Young
far more than he ever wanted to know about
insurance and disaster recovery planning

Photo credit: Mike McCormick, M3 Photographic
For Sam Young and his team at Liberty Office Products in Houston,
2010 had been a pretty good year. Despite a weak economy and
the kind of tough competition that any major big city draws, Liberty
had posted a double-digit sales increase over the previous year
and their sales team had even more to celebrate, after earning a
week-long Caribbean cruise from first-call wholesaler S.P. Richards
for their performance.
As the lucky winners got ready to head for the cruise on February
20, the business looked set for more of the same in 2011. There
was even enough in the kitty for Sam to remodel the sales office
and give his hard-working reps a bright new workplace.
But then, literally on the day the sales team was getting ready to
head for the islands, events at Liberty took a distinctly different
turn.
The remodel called for new carpeting and while the flooring company was getting started, disaster struck. The solvent they were
using to remove the old carpet generated highly flammable fumes
and without proper ventilation, those fumes represented a serious
fire hazard.
A stray spark in the work area was all it took to turn Sam Young’s
dream of continued sales growth in 2011 into a nightmare, as the
fumes ignited.
And instead of looking forward to another solid year, he suddenly
found himself wondering if the dealership he had founded back in
1985 would even survive.

The fire itself could have been a whole lot worse. No one was seriously injured and the building’s sprinkler system quickly put out
the flames.
But it left Sam’s dealership knee-deep in water and with a covering
of soot that quickly worked its way into just about every nook and
cranny.
Even worse, it put a grinding halt to the sales momentum that Sam
and his team had been working so hard to build.
“After posting a 10% increase in 2010, we ended last year with just
a 3% gain,” Sam reports. “And while we were grateful to be still in
the plus column, it was nothing like what we had projected before
the fire.”
For Sam, that fact alone points to one of the most important lessons he learned from the whole experience.
“Because of the fire, practically our entire organization lost its focus
on new business development and we found ourselves concentrating just on getting things back to normal again,” he explains.
“That may be understandable but if I had to do it over again, I
would put far more of the recovery effort in the hands of our operations staff and spend a lot more time myself working with our
sales team to keep the business growing.”
As it was, operations manager Charmaine Leblanc and IT manager
Paul Weaver both played key roles in helping Liberty maintain operations during the recovery phase.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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“Charmaine and Paul both did a tremendous job of sorting through all the issues
we faced in the immediate aftermath of the
fire and keeping the business up and running under incredibly challenging conditions,” Sam says gratefully.

“We didn’t really know it at the time, but it
wouldn’t have hurt to take some time—a
couple of hours at least—to get things figured before deciding on a remediation firm
but they really put the pressure on,” Charmaine says.

“If you lose business data from an event
like this, it practically guarantees you won’t
be able to survive,” warns IT manager Paul
Weaver. “That means you need both a
robust backup system and off site data
storage.”

And while he and his team had thought
solid contingency plans were in place to
deal with any emergency, the fire and what
followed taught them some other important
lessons. Not surprisingly, some of those
came in the insurance area.

It’s one area, she adds, that she would handle very differently a second time around.
As it turned, out, remediation costs ate up
over half of Liberty’s insurance coverage,
leaving far less than anticipated to replace
losses from the fire itself.

Equally important, adds Charmaine, is a
contingency plan for your phone system.
“In the first couple of days after the fire, we
could answer the phone but we were unable to make any calls out,” she remembers. “Being totally without phone service
would have been much worse of course,
but it still created one more challenge.”

Insurance Lessons
“Having adequate business interruption insurance is critical for a situation like this,”
says Sam. “Our insurance company basically made us whole for the business we
lost from the fire but if we hadn’t had to file
a few years earlier when we lost business
due to a hurricane, we might not even have
remembered about it!”

The lesson: Give some very serious thought
to insurance coverage that not only includes replacement of equipment and furnishings, but also covers remediation.
“And when you work with remediation,” she
warns, “you really need to check their
prices.” Buried in the back of the paperwork, Charmaine found a $30 charge to
clean a $9 keyboard, for example.

Adequate coverage was another area
where the Liberty team got a tough lesson.
“We had estimated we would be able to replace everything in the event of a loss for
$180,000 but we hadn’t revisited that number for several years and it turned out to be
too low,” Sam explains.

“My top priority was getting the remediation
work started as soon as possible and I’m
also thinking whatever they charge isn’t
going to matter that much anyway because
we’ve got insurance and we’re not even the
negligent party so some other company’s
insurance will be paying for it all,” Sam remembers.

The good news, as Sam discovered, is that
business insurance may not be quite as expensive as you might think.

But he was in for a painful lesson on that
front, too.

“After the fire we were able to increase our
coverage from $180,000 to $450,000 for an
additional annual cost of just $700,” he
reports.
But above and beyond insurance, there
was a whole area of additional costs that
he and his team had been blissfully ignorant of.
“When we drove up to the dealership after
the fire, there were six fire engines and
about the same number of remediation
sales reps waiting for us,” Sam recalls. Remediation, he explains, is the term for
restoring a property to pre-fire conditions,
primarily through water and soot removal.
The remediation people told Sam and his
team they needed quick decisions and a
green light to start repair work as soon as
possible before conditions in the building
got any worse.
FEBRUARY 2012

“There’s a law in Texas that says third-party
insurers are only obligated to pay the depreciated value of any loss and they don’t have
to cover the replacement cost,” he reports.
Sam and his team didn’t learn about that
particular wrinkle until three days after the
fire and it basically left them on their own
when it came to replacing a significant part
of what they had lost.
“In Texas, at least, you can’t rely on anyone
else’s insurance to cover your replacement
costs, even if the loss is caused by someone else,” he warns.
That basic fact, combined with all the unanticipated remediation costs, soon ate up a
major part of the settlement Sam received
from his own insurance company.
The Liberty team also found itself going to
school on infrastructure recovery planning
after the fire.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

The weeks immediately following the fire
also taught some other hard lessons on the
importance of communications.

Key Communications
“Literally the day after the fire, some of our
competition was out on the street and
telling our customers the fire had closed us
down,” Sam laments. “Fortunately, we
heard about it early and were able to move
quickly to reassure customers that we were
still very much in business. But again, it
wasn’t something we were anticipating.”
It’s just about a year since the fire hit Liberty
and, says Sam, his dealership is only now
fully getting back to normal.
Charmaine Leblanc once again has time to
put together the monthly financial statements that the Liberty team used to take for
granted as routine.
Paul Weaver’s priorities have shifted away
from maintaining improvised IT networks to
evaluating cloud computing opportunities
and planning for server upgrades.
And Sam Young is once again focusing
most of his efforts on generating the kind of
sales momentum his dealership enjoyed
before the fire.
But none of them will forget any time soon
the tough lessons they learned, not only in
the immediate days after the fire but over
the difficult months that followed as well.
And, says Sam, he hopes his story will enable other dealers who read about it to
avoid having to learn some of those lessons
for their own operations.
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secrets of success

Give Me That
Blue Cow Service
An Idaho Success Story
by Jim Rapp

When you visit Rexburg, Idaho, expect to see a lot of blue
cows, but you won’t find them in the fields.
Instead, they appear on billboards, on the sides of trucks and
on the website and catalogs of Porter’s Office Products, one
of Idaho’s leading office products and furniture dealers.
Those cows embody the success of a company just three
years shy of its 100th anniversary—not the blue bovines themselves, but the extraordinary service they represent.
“Several years ago, we decided to give our service a name
and we chose ‘blue cow’ because it gets people’s attention
and because we’ve been giving out ‘Cows’ toffee candy with
every order for years, and the company color is blue,” explains
Mark Porter.
Mark is the fourth generation to operate this family business,
which has taken many twists and turns since it was started by
his great grandfather as a variety store. It later became a craft
and frame store, with office supplies added in the 1970s.
Mark joined the family business in 1998 to operate the commercial office supply division, after graduating from college
and managing an irrigation company for several years.
In addition to its office supplies store/furniture showroom in
Rexburg, the dealership added a Steelcase dealership in
Pocatello, Idaho, in 2009, and a Logan, Utah, branch in 2011.

Two Keys to Success
“What’s made Porter’s successful?” I asked.
“Two things,” Mark quickly answered, “and I can’t say that one
is more important than the other.
“First, it’s being in the forefront of technology. We try to make
online ordering as easy as possible for the customer. We’re a
DDMS system user and we implement the new things that
come out to make us more efficient and run the company better as a result.
“Second, we focus on the customer experience—what folks
are going to receive when they buy from us versus the big
boxes.
“Giving our service a name (blue cow) helps, but we devote a
lot of time and effort to customer service training for all employees,” he explains.
Looking to the future, Mark says their major effort will focus
on new customer development.
“We have the best people and the
Porter’s Office Products,
best service and we just have to
Rexburg, Idaho
get the message out to more people.
Mark Porter, President
“Last year, we were honored as
one of the Incorporated 5000
fastest-growing companies in the
country. We plan to be on the list
this year, moving up even higher
on the list.”
I’d say that’s pretty much a done
deal!

Supplies, Furniture, Printing
Founded: 1915
Sales: $8 million
Employees: 21
Partners: TriMega, S.P. Richards
Online Sales: 55%
www.portersop.com
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Cosco is your source for Everything in Stamps.

We are leaders in the industry and are committed to
product innovations that strengthen your business.

2000 PLUS® Custom
Self-inking Daters by Cosco
• Heavy Duty Daters feature handles infused with Microban®
antimicrobial protection that inhibits growth of microbes
such as stain & odor causing bacteria
• Complete range of dater styles and sizes
• Heavy Duty Daters are built with a metal reinforced frame

Please visit us at navitor.com for more information

Proven and Progressive

TriMega Reports Continued
Progress in 2011
The TriMega Purchasing Association dealer
group last month issued a report on what it
called “a very productive 12 months for the
organization.” Highlights cited by TriMega
for 2011 included:
 An increase in direct purchases of more
than 3% over the prior year
 The addition of 50 new members in 2011,
including 10 that had resigned from the
group in 2010 and returned in 2011
 Distribution of four quarters of record rebate payments to TriMega members

New Members, New Board
Officers for Pinnacle Affiliates
Dealer Group
Large dealer group Pinnacle Affiliates last
month announced the addition of several
new dealer members.
Joining the organization are Office Basics in
Boothwyn, Pennsylvania; Admiral Express in
Tulsa; AAA Business Supplies and Interiors in
San Francisco, and Southwest School and
Office Supply in Ontario, California.
The additions bring Pinnacle’s total dealer
membership to 20, with cumulative annual
sales volume of approximately $1 billion.

 The launch of two new programs to help
dealers capture public sector opportunities

Also last month, Pinnacle announced a new
slate of board officers for the coming year.

 The addition of millions of dollars of business from new national account customers
through the group’s Point Nationwide subsidiary

Warehouse Direct’s Kevin Johnson is Pinnacle’s new board chairman, succeeding David
Guernsey of Guernsey Office Products, who
served in that role for the past three years.

 Launch of the Paper3 cleaning and breakroom products program
 Introduction of the SmartXpress B2C program, with over 120 TriMega members
participating

Ted Walter of Complete Office in Southern
California has assumed the role of vice
chairman, while Rob Mallin of Village Office
Supply has become treasurer/secretary, a
position held by Mark Miller of Eakes Office
Plus for the last three years.

 Record turnout at its dealer networking and
education events and increased dealer
participation in its marketing tools

Guernsey and Miller will remain on the
board for a second three-year term and
serve in advisory capacities to new officers.

 Merger with the Intec IT buying group, resulting in the addition of 25 new members
and $300 million in incremental sales for
the group.

“My service as Pinnacle’s inaugural chairman has been one of the highlights of my
career,” commented Guernsey. “Kevin
Johnson, a terrifically talented dealer executive, will bring a new perspective and considerable energy to the role of chairman.”

“When looking at the national economy and
the U.S. employment picture, we certainly
are not out of the woods, and I think most
would agree that 2011 presented its share
of challenges in this regard,” said TriMega
president Charlie Cleary.
“However, in spite of this, many of our
members had extraordinary success this
past year … We feel fortunate to have such
resilient, entrepreneurial independent
dealer members who choose to call
TriMega home.”
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New Dates, Location for Office
Partners’ 2012 Gathering
The Office Partners dealer buying group
has announced a new location and new
timing for its annual meeting this year.
The group traditionally met in December in
Tampa for its annual “Gathering on the
Gulf.” This year, however, the meeting
moves to Nashville and will take place September 23-25. For more information, visit
www.officepartners.com.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

WorkPlace Furnishings Announces
2012 National Conference
“Building Blocks for Success” is the theme
of the WorkPlace Furnishings dealer organization’s 2012 National Conference.
Set for April 15-18 at the Hyatt Coconut
Point in Bonita Springs, Florida, the conference will bring together the group’s dealer
members and their business partners for
three days of education, information exchange and networking.
Meeting highlights include:
 Dealer-only roundtable discussions and
special presentations on personnel management, social networking, used furniture
opportunities and effective outsourcing.
 Keynote speaker and former Herman Miller
dealer Jim Ryerson
 Motivational speaker and business consultant Dirk Beveridge.
Also on the agenda: the traditional One-onOne Sessions between WorkPlace Furnishings dealers and their supplier partners on
upcoming new product introductions and
marketing programs.
For more information or to discuss membership, visit www.workplacefurn.com or
contact the group’s president, Greg
Nemchick at 724-771-1452 or
gnemchick@workplacefurn.com.

BSA Announces 2012 Meeting
Dates, Adds New Board Member
The Business Solutions Association (BSA)
will hold its 2012 Forum October 2-4 at the
newly redecorated Grand Hyatt-DFW Airport, in Dallas.
Mike Wilbur, BSA president, said, “We surveyed the industry and determined these
dates do not conflict with any other major
events. The timing of the Forum is very important and we want to have as many people atCONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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Show No Mercy, Slay the Competition with BMI’s OP Revelation™
At BMI, we have always taken care of the underdog, the independent office products dealer. This is why we
developed an e-commerce and back-office solution that arms independent office product dealers with the right
slingshot and ammunition needed to slay Goliath, or as you know them, the Power Channel.

Ready to Conquer The Power Channel?

Contact us today to get an in-depth look at
your battle strategies with BMI OP Revelation™
Call us at (888).580.8382 or visit www.bmiusa.com/conquer.

BMI’s OP Revelation™ E-commerce solution, powered
by Microsoft Technology, levels the online playing ﬁeld,
offering more than just an ordering platform, it also:
•

Drives Higher Margin Sales Through Dealer Preferred
Product Positioning.

•

Delivers Cross-Sell, Up-sell and Accessories Opportunities
Automatically.

•

Wholesaler Independent – Optimized For United and SPR.

•

Choice of Advanced Search Engine and Content.

Business Management International
529 West 42nd Street, Floor 4, Suite L, New York, NY 10036
www.bmiusa.com

Call us at (888).580.8382
www.bmiusa.com/conquer
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tend as possible. Last year’s successful event
proves there is overwhelming support for the
BSA Forum and its revised format.”
Wilbur added, “This location is outstanding
as the Grand Hyatt DFW is located just adjacent to Terminal D of the DFW Airport. People
can simply deplane and ride the SkyLink to
the Grand Hyatt. Members’ expenses are reduced since there is no need to rent a car, hire
a limousine or pay taxi fares.”
Separately, BSA announced the election of
Mike Metchikoff, president of Office Products Marketing & Advertising (OPMA), to its
board of directors.
“BSA is pleased to add a person of Mike’s
caliber and experience,” said Wilbur. “He
becomes another member of a very strong
team on this year’s board and we’re looking
forward to working with Mike and the others on the board.”
Metchikoff will be representing the Affiliate
Members in a newly created position on the
BSA board. The “Affiliate Member” segment of BSA comprises those companies
and individuals providing services to the
association or its members.

United Stationers Announces
Maui Incentive Trip, Releases
Sustainability White Paper
Wholesaler United Stationers has launched a
reseller incentive program featuring a six-day
trip to Maui. The trip is designed to award independent resellers that have achieved significant sales growth and those who qualify
will experience the “magic of Maui” in May
2013 for themselves and a guest.
Registered resellers will have their sales
growth tracked over a 12-month period
from January 2, 2012 to December 31,
2012 and compared to a 2011 base period.
Additional information, details and registration can be found at www.unitedgrowthcentral.com. To participate in the program
resellers must register before March 30.
Separately, United recently released “Sustainability: Talk the Walk,” a new white
paper now available online that emphasizes
the importance of actively promoting environmental sustainability in a reseller’s own
operations, as well as for the brands it represents.
The white paper is the latest in a series
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based on findings from consumer research
recently conducted by United to help resellers better understand and respond to
current market trends.
The report includes insights from more than
12,000 surveyed individuals and provides
specific advice on ways resellers can talk
the walk, including talking with customers
to learn about and align with their expectations, adding value by positioning themselves as a “green” resource, and
leveraging the power of “single source” and
“buy local” messages.
The white paper is available for immediate
download at www.ussco.com.

ECi News: New Chief Technology
Officer; Record Acsellerate Sales;
DCS Network Integration; 2012
Regional Meetings
It’s been a busy couple of months for dealer
technology provider ECi Software Solutions. The company recently announced
the appointment of Ben Battle as its chief
technology officer, to head up product development across the ECi family of companies and lead strategic initiatives
addressing ECi's next generation product
offerings, among other duties.
Battle brings to ECi more than 28 years of
software product development experience.
He previously served as a senior technology executive with companies such as
Quest Software, ScriptLogic, Digital Paper
and Visual Networks.
Separately, ECi announced its ECi Acsellerate sales intelligence solution posted a
record year in 2011, adding more than 150
new clients to an existing account base of
almost 450 organizations.
Also last month, ECi announced new integrations between its DDMS and Britannia
business systems and Diversified Computer Supplies (DCS) on the ECi Private
Supply Network (PSN).
For DCS resellers using ECi DDMS and Britannia business systems, the DCS PSN integration automates catalog item and pricing
import, real-time stock and price checks in
order entry, online purchase order transmittal
and automated acknowledgement of vendor-allocated inventory, ECi said.
Finally, ECi announced the locations and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

dates of its 2012 series of regional user
meetings.
The Connect Regional meetings, for users
of the Advantage, RockSolid, Britannia,
DDMS, M1, TeamDesign, Acsellerate and
FMAudit solutions, will take place in Los
Angeles (April 24-26), Chicago and Orlando. Dates for the Chicago and Orlando
meetings will be announced later.
For more information, visit www.ECiSolutions.com.

Red Cheetah Enhances Outpost
E-Commerce Tool, Finalizes GPS
Service Offerings
Dealer technology provider Red Cheetah
last month announced launch of several emerchandising enhancements within its
Outpost e-commerce product.
Additionally, and as part of its support system for Outpost improvements, Red Cheetah said its Guided Partner Services (GPS)
initiative is slated to roll out this quarter.
Red Cheetah said its Outpost e-commerce
platform now incorporates “world class emerchandising,” including a more financially meaningful SKU ranking and
improved search.
Red Cheetah has enhanced its merchandising database to make the most of the
SKU and category selection along with financial reporting, the company said.
“Our new search introduces an assortment
ranking that is based on higher margin
items, but still top selling within a sub-category,” explained John Ormson, Red Cheetah’s chief commerce officer.
Red Cheetah’s GPS services offerings have
progressed and been refined throughout
2011, the company said.
GPS promises to provide key business resources making partners more competitive in
a challenging marketplace, the company said.
Each GPS business resource directly supports the e-commerce improvements and
furthers opportunities for Red Cheetah
dealers to sell more and increase margins.
Red Cheetah said certain wholesalers have
embraced GPS and its future knowing it will
not only strengthen independent dealers, but
will ensure long and lasting partnerships.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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Andrew Morgan, Red Cheetah's chief executive officer, commented, “The evolution
of our products and services is a testament
to our commitment to guide our partners and
build generations of stronger dealers. We
look forward to discussing GPS in more detail with our dealer family at Coalition 12."

their order. The products ordered from the
micro-site will then flow through the
Vendere order fulfillment process.

Coalition 12 is the company’s annual user
conference, scheduled for February 29March 3 in Austin, Texas. For more information, visit www.redcheetah.com.

The Spot for HON Furniture functions as a
destination shopping space on Vendere
similar to a specialty kiosk at the mall,
Thalerus said. With this new shopping experience, customers can stop at the HON
Furniture kiosk—without leaving the mall—
and review Hon’s best-selling workplace
solutions all in one spot.

Thalerus Adds HON Furniture
Microsite to Vendere Ordering
Center

Washington Post Story Highlights
Return to Paper Based Organizers
as New ‘Micro Trend’

Dealer technology provider Thalerus Group
has announced the addition of The Spot for
HON Furniture as a fully integrated microsite as part of its Vendere webstore ordering center.

Today’s technology-intensive workplace
not withstanding, it looks like a growing
number of consumers are returning to more
traditional, paper-based tools when it
comes to managing their time and keeping
themselves organized.

Thalerus said Vendere users will be able to
specify, select and order the best selling
HON furniture products contained in the
micro-site’s e-catalog. The end user can
also view dealer net pricing before placing
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That, at least, is what a recent Washington Post
article by columnist Petula Dvorak suggests.
Dvorak laments that all the electronic tools
she’s tried—Palm Pilot, Treo, Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, iPhone and iNeed-
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togetorganized—have failed “in some cold,
digital, blank, blinking, cruel way.”
“It’s just that it feels good to have something in your hand, something to hold on
to,” she quotes one Washington-area business professional.
For some people, an appointment or commitment doesn’t sink in until it’s written
down, pen-to-paper, MWV’s Ron Sopko
told Dvorak.
Sopko pointed to “co-users,” people who
combine paper and digital tools to stay organized as a force keeping sales of daily
planners steady.
“Younger kids, people leaving grad programs and going into the work world, are
buying their first paper planners because
they feel more professional using them,”
Sopko told Dvorak. “They say: ‘If I’m sitting
with my smartphone or laptop, who knows
what I’m doing? It might look like I’m not
paying attention.’”
Basically, being digital isn’t cool if you’re
still a mess, added Dvorak who confessed
she will be organizing her own world with
the help of a bigger fuchsia planner in 2012.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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AmpliVox Sound Systems Adds
Deflecto Introduces ‘Free & Clear’
VP of Operations
Vinyl Chairmats
Sherry Edecker has joined
AmpliVox Sound Systems as
VP of operations, a new position.
Edecker comes to AmpliVox
with extensive experience in
corporate management, with
expertise in departmental
program evaluation, productivity and communication. Her role at AmpliVox will include oversight of customer
service, sales staff, shipping, and in-house
support personnel.
Prior to joining AmpliVox, Edecker was director of sales and marketing support for
QuickSet International for eight years. She
managed sales activities for external sales
employees and representatives, with responsibility for inside sales and large project program support.

Deflecto has introduced a new line of chairmats under the “Free & Clear” name that
the company says will raise the bar when it
comes to creating an environmentallyfriendly workspace.
Not only does Deflecto say all its vinyl mats
are made of 35% recycled material, but the
company adds that Free & Clear is also a
non-phthalate, non-cadmium and bisphenol-A(BPA)-free formula.
“The best part is our customers don’t have
to compromise anything to be greener,”
says Deflecto VP of marketing Patrick
Foley. “The material in these new mats,
which is our new standard material in all our
vinyl chairmats, performs at the same high
levels in durability tests and is being offered
at no additional cost.”

Clover PA Facility Receives R2
Certification

For more information, call Deflecto customer service at 800-428-4328 or visit
www.deflecto.com/freeandclear.

R2 Certification, also known as Responsible Recycling Certification, provides verification of Clover’s environmentally
responsible, safe, and transparent management of toner cartridges, cell phones, and
other consumer electronics.
“The implementation of R2 at our Erie processing center has been a significant step in
Clover’s continuous improvement of our environmental impact and should serve as an
example to our industry,” said Brian Regan,
executive vice president of Clover Environmental Solutions. “It provides assurance to
our customers and potential customers that
we will responsibly manage their materials all
the way to their final disposition.”
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Lebanon, Indiana- based Phoenix Safe International, the American arm of a multinational file and safe company, last month
announced its tenth anniversary.
Phoenix president Jeff McQueen launched
the business in 2001 with Janet Pape, vice
president of marketing and operations, and
Penny Cooper, vice president of sales.

“AmpliVox is an outstanding company with
a diverse range of top-quality products,”
commented Edecker. “I’m looking forward
to finding new paths to maximize our system efficiency and enhance the company’s
growth and productivity.”

Clover Technologies Group, parent company
of Westpoint Products, Dataproducts, GRC
and other brands, last month announced its
Erie, Pennsylvania collections processing operation has received R2 certification for environmental responsibility and safety.

Phoenix Safe Celebrates 10 Years

New Facility for Printersdirect
Laser printer remanufacturer Printersdirect recently completed a move into a new 40,000
sq. ft. manufacturing facility in Atlanta.
The facility includes a purpose-built 1,500square-foot plastics-refinishing facility and
a 5,000-square-foot, printer post-testing
lab, which is capable of automatically programming and testing up to 56 remanufactured machines simultaneously.
The new facility will allow output to increase
to over 5,000 devices per month, the company projected. Printersdirect is also adding
10 new technicians before the end of Q1 2012
to accommodate new growth.
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Joined by office manager Sharon Maish,
the trio still comprises the core team at the
company.“Starting Phoenix was a dream
come true for all of us,” says McQueen,
who, with Pape and Cooper, formed
Phoenix after they left Schwab Corp.
“Our passion to pursue a more personal and
profitable business has brought incredible
success and proves what a small group of enterprising and enthusiastic people can do.”
“Working with independent dealers helps
manage costs and improve profitability,” McQueen says. “Plus, we’ve built great relationships with dealers, offering sales training and
competitive pricing to help them compete
with, and thrive against, big-box stores.”
“And as Phoenix prepares to launch a new
product line at the start of 2012, we’re looking forward to everything that’s new in store
for the next 10 years and beyond.”

Stanley Bostitch Honors the
Godfrey Group/Meucci and
Associates Rep Group
The Godfrey Group/Meucci and Associates
were named 2011 Rep Group of the Year by
Stanley Bostitch recently. In addition, the
manufacturer honored The Godfrey Group's
Gary Aultz as its 2011 Rep of the Year.
Nick Aronis, president of The Godfrey
Group said, "It is quite an accomplishment
to sweep two awards from such a prestigious manufacturer like Stanley Bostitch.
We are especially proud of Gary Aultz, who
has been such a great representative over
the years and we are happy he was honored for his sales excellence."
In addition to these honors, The Godfrey
Group also earned Highest Percentage of
Growth at the MWV national meeting, a
leadership award from Clover Technologies, and was honored with the Independent Dealer Rep Group of the Year award by
Safco Products back in June.
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NOPAnews
NOPA Responds to GAO Report on Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
In late December the General Accountability Office (GAO) issued a
long-awaited, congressionally requested report on the government’s Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) for office supplies.
With Congress now returning to work after the holiday break, NOPA
is responding to this report, entitled, “Strategic Sourcing: Office
Supplies Pricing Study Had Limitations, But New Initiative Shows
Potential for Savings.”
According to NOPA president, Chris Bates, two conspicuously
vague phrases in the title of the report—“Study Had Limitations”
and “Shows Potential for Savings”—highlight the need for Congress to insist that the administration change its policy on FSSI implementation.
Specifically, President Obama, with strong congressional backing,
needs to issue a clear Statement of Administration Policy to ensure
agencies adopt a policy of non-mandatory implementation of the
FSSI on office supplies.
At the same time, NOPA is calling upon Congress to closely monitor both the program’s reported cost savings and its overall impact
on the industry and federal market.
Since its launch about five years ago, and particularly since the
award of 15 “second-generation” FSSI OS2 office supplies contracts in mid-2010, this government-wide program has been controversial.
Regrettably, the new GAO report did not shed much new light on
whether the program in fact is generating real savings now or offer
any indication as to when it can be expected to do so.
The GAO report also failed to acknowledge, much less review, the
net economic impact of the rapid spread of mandatory FSSI implementation on the 500+ small business GSA Schedule 75 holders
that have been affected, a strong majority of them negatively.
NOPA has surveyed its small business dealer members and determined that there have been considerably fewer who have experienced significantly higher federal sales and hired new employees
as a result of access to FSSI.

Instead, the majority of those surveyed said they have lost significant federal business and laid off employees or reduced their
hours.
The conclusions of the GAO report are nebulous, but should cast
doubt on whether significant savings have been generated to date
and if so, it fails to identify what the drivers of such savings have
been. Specifically:
 GAO identified data and other limitations in GSA’s November
2010 study on FSSI savings and was not able to fully quantify
the impact of those shortcomings. GAO notes that it did not independently verify GSA’s data, looking only at selected items.
 GAO states that GSA faced a major hurdle in aligning prices paid
with different quantities of specific goods purchased from distinct vendors. Further, GAO found that GSA—without explanation in its report—used a different formula to calculate pre-FSSI
retail price premiums for 10 of the 14 office supply categories
studied.
 The GSA report determined that fully 58% of total federal office
supply purchases in 2009 were made outside of the GSA
Schedule 75 program in which 500+ small businesses participated in FY 2009-10. Most of those purchases occurred at the
national office products retail stores at an average 75% price
premium versus pricing available through the GSA Schedule 75
program.
 NOPA comments that GSA placed a two-year moratorium on
new Schedule 75 applicants in October 2010, while it continued
to strongly urge agencies to increase use of the FSSI program
(2% administrative fee paid to GSA) at the expense of Schedule
75 vendors (0.75% fee paid to GSA).
 Near the end of the GAO study period last fall, GSA estimated
$16 million in accumulated savings during the first 15 months
of the program (June 2010-August 2011) based on a volume of
$200 million in total FSSI program purchases. Again, however,
the specific methodology for this calculation is not disclosed nor
validated.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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NOPA FSSI Impact Survey Results
Apart from ongoing questions about actual
cost savings attributable to FSSI, NOPA
has conducted two comprehensive surveys
of its small business members, the most recent covering the first 6-12 months of FSSI
implementation. That survey produced
broad evidence of a net negative economic
impact from FSSI on small office supplies
dealers. Specifically, NOPA’s survey findings include:
 Nearly 50% of the 117 small dealers responding to the NOPA survey depended
on federal sales for more than 10% of their
total sales during the baseline period.
 During the first half of FY 2011 (10/1/10
– 3/31/11) vs. the same period of FY
2010, 66% of respondents with federal
sales that did not have access to the
FSSI program reported a 6% or greater
federal sales loss. Only 30% of this
group reported “no sales loss” reasonably attributed to lack of access to the
FSSI program.

 During the same period, 36% of those
with access to the FSSI program reported a 6% or greater sales gain. A significantly larger proportion of this group
(47%) advised that they had seen no increased federal sales that could be reasonably attributed to having access to
the FSSI program.
 From July 2010 (approximate full-scale
launch of FSSI OS2) through the end of
May 2011, survey respondents’ total
employment fell 7%, from a total of
2,916 (average firm size = 25 employees)
to 2,702 employees. Thirty-five percent
(41 small dealers) of the 117 responding
firms reported layoffs, with virtually all
noting layoffs of between 1 and 10 employees each.
 During this same period, among the 76
small dealers that reported “no layoffs,”
85% reported that they could not attribute any new job creation to FSSI; 10
firms (13%) reported FSSI-associated
new hires of 1-2 people; no firms re-

ported FSSI-related job gains of 6 or
more people.
 Projecting through the full FY 2011 period ending September 31, 2011, 36% of
respondents indicated that they anticipated additional layoffs, while 23% expected additional hiring due to FSSI,
continuing the net loss of industry employment.
Given ongoing doubts about FSSI cost savings as evident from the new GAO report
and clear evidence of net economic impacts from the program, NOPA is urging
Congress to call upon the administration to
issue and faithfully implement an unequivocal Statement of Administration Policy to
discourage “mandatory use” of FSSI.
Chris Bates invites concerned dealers to
contact him at cbates@nopanet.org for further information on this critical congressional outreach initiative.
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SELLING
National Accounts

By Scott Cullen

The bigger they come, the harder they fall,
but that’s not stopping office products dealers
from pursuing national accounts. And many
of those in pursuit of those larger accounts
are getting a little bit of help from their friends
at the dealer groups who offer programs
that make it easier for independents to
compete with large entities for national
account business.

AOPD is doing its part to get dealers in the game. At press time
they had 75 dealers across the U.S. and Canada, and 95 dealers worldwide participating in their national accounts program.
Those participants currently have 300 active accounts, including 51 new contracts the organization opened during 2011.
AOPD must be doing something right in this segment because
its national account business was up 14% in 2011.
While dealers are responsible for making the contacts on regional and national contracts, AOPD has a manager of national
accounts (Tom Buxton) and a manager of bids and contracts
(Mike Mathews), both longtime industry veterans who can assist the group’s dealers with the heavy lifting.
Training and education are essential for pursuing this type of
business and, says AOPD executive director Bud Mundt, Buxton and Mathews do a fine job of training dealers on the intricacies of selling to national accounts.
“It’s not easy when you figure the bids these companies put
out are awe inspiring—there are 25 or more pages of information to sift through,” he reports. “Then you have to determine
how to bid the products and compare those against what
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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you’ve seen in previous bid situations.”

same time provide local service in the communities where they
have their national or regional offices.”

That’s where AOPD’s bids manager comes in.
Not every national account is ripe for the picking, according to
Mundt.
“While the big boxes certainly go after the mega accounts, that’s
not our sweet spot,” he explains. “We (our dealers) pick our battles
carefully and look for accounts that match our philosophy of supporting local businesses and actually showing some profit. We
have the buying power to compete against the big boxes [for larger
accounts] because our dealers all belong to various buying groups
but there’s no profit in some of those contracts.”
Mundt adds, “Our success has been in those larger accounts
where service is still a priority and customers want a fair price and
they want to utilize our national footprint to assure they get next
day delivery to most of their locations—especially those in large
and medium cities where we are the strongest.”
AOPD is still looking to grow its national account program and opportunities are definitely there for dealers to get in, but be forewarned, it’s a select club and selection comes after a very stringent
selection process. Clearly, the process is working well as AOPD
has been among the independent dealer leaders in developing national distribution programs since 1978.
S&T Office Products in Minneapolis has been a part of the AOPD
national accounts program since 1976 and has found it an important vehicle for reaching major national accounts looking for single
sourcing.
“We’re fortunate to have a significant number of Fortune 500 organizations in our area and a lot of headquarters for professional
organizations—healthcare, law firms, accounting firms—all of
whom have a fairly large number of employees,” says Pat Crowley,
vice president of supplies for S&T.
“Many of these organizations have regional or national offices and
as a service to them we try to provide business solutions where we
can help them manage their spend on office products and at the

When it comes to pitching national accounts, one asset that Crowley feels still matters from an independent dealer perspective is
S&T’s ability to build long-term professional relationships with customers.
“That’s one of the differences between us and the big box players,”
he says. “We have consistency in representation and professional
sales representatives—not only the ones here calling on headquarters organizations, but throughout the independent office products
dealer network. It’s an extension of the relationship building we’re
able to do and it helps put a broader reach on that relationship
when we can provide regional and national service. In many cases
if we do not have the ability to do that you won’t be able to sell to
that client.”

Independent Stationers
Kevin France joined Independent Stationers nearly two years ago
at a time when they didn’t have a formal national accounts organization. His previous background, which included ten years with
Boise Cascade Office Products/OfficeMax, made him the perfect
man for the job of building a national accounts sales organization.
In addition to putting a national account team in place, France also
spearheaded the creation of a dedicated Website with the help of
MBS Dev.
“We had to put our end user hat on and give them a rundown of all
the functionality and core competencies the Website would need
for a superior customer experience,” recalls France.
Prior to the launch of its program Independent Stationers was already leveraging national account opportunities in the government
sector, which has expanded during the last 6-8 months to growing
commercial national accounts.
“We participated in a lot of bids and won some business,” reports
France. “Our national account presence is growing.”
The group’s latest win is Great Western Bank, with locations in
numerous states in the Midwest. They also recently picked up a
large co-op in Indianapolis.
One of the keys to national account success is learning how to sell
and Independent Stationers has ramped up the training. The organization trains the dealer’s sales staff on how to interview, how
to prospect, how to sell and how to articulate their value proposition. It also provides sales presentation training and holds regional
meetings with the dealers’ sales force and vendors.
Asked why dealers like the program, France responds: “We really
have sales of material size and that’s a big difference. We’re not
just a buying group. We’re a super-sized mega dealer utilizing our
dealers’ sales force.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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Meanwhile France reports Independent
Stationers is coming out with new ordering
platforms and models, which he deems
“really important.”
“At any given time we have dozens of initiatives going on,” says France. “A national
account like U.S. Communities has 50,000
agencies and we’re still bringing on 5-6 a
day. Under that program, you may end up
dealing with an entire state or a single
church and everything in between, so
you’ve got to have a lot of processes.”
Not surprisingly dealers making their initial
foray into national accounts have a lot of
questions.
“They want to understand what their role
is,” says France. “This is kind of new for
many independents so they’re asking
about the mechanics of the program and
the overall financial picture. What’s going
to differentiate us from the big boxes and
can we compete with them?”
Those are critical questions that France
and his team are eager to answer.
“We now have the scale and certainly the
e-commerce platform that equals Staples,
Depot and Max,” he contends. “The functionality we have now has taken a while to
build. Our online reporting capability is
heads and tails above the big boxes and
its on-demand reporting allows our customers to log in and run a report whenever
they want to.”
Although the program isn’t a good fit for
every dealer there are no restrictions when
it comes to size.
“Some of our smallest dealers are some of
our best dealers,” says France. “It just depends on the dealer and the demographic.
We have some very large dealers—our
Pinnacle dealers—who are incredible partners in the national account program because they have the skill set and the
bandwidth to take care of the volume of
large orders. On the other side of the coin,
it’s the smaller dealers in the remote areas
that are critical to the success of national
accounts. National accounts just aren’t lo-

cated in a single geographical area, they’re
everywhere.”
But not every national account opportunity
necessarily makes good business sense
for independents. “We stay away from the
Fortune 2000 accounts because they’re
too heavily sought after by the big guys,”
notes France. “We need to understand our
limitations and play within that space and
I think we’re doing a pretty good job.”
David Guernsey of Guernsey Office Products has been participating in Independent
Stationers’ national accounts program for
the past two years.
Guernsey is a member of Pinnacle Affiliates, a group of large independents that
has an agreement with Independent Stationers to provide its back office operations.
It was in 2008, says Guernsey, that he first
had an epiphany about national accounts.
“It became clear to us, particularly in our
area, that government was going to play a
much bigger role in the business world
and that there was going to be growth in
the public sector and potentially shrinkage
in the private sector in terms of white collar
employment. At that time,” he remembers,
“we had very little federal government
business and no local government or state
business.”
Although Guernsey Office Products has
been around for 40 years, the dealership
never cultivated national accounts. Instead they focused almost exclusively on
commercial business.
Given what they saw happening in the
overall marketplace, however, senior management concluded they needed a bigger
presence in public sector business.
When Independent Stationers posted two
big wins in that arena—the FSSI (Federal
Strategic Sourcing Initiative) and U.S.
Communities—the timing could not have
been better for the dealership.
Guernsey dove in head first and in a matter of months, they were well on the way
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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to building a significantly greater presence in the public sector
arena.
“We gave ourselves about four years to reach that goal and actually
accomplished it in 12 months largely because of those programs,”
reports Guernsey.
Despite the nearly instant gratification, there was a challenge getting into the program.
“We already sold to the federal government, so adopting the FSSI
program and bringing that to the government marketplace in Washington D.C. was relatively easy for us,” explains Guernsey. “U.S.
Communities was a whole other matter. It involved converting Fairfax County government and schools to the IS program from the Office Depot program. The Fairfax County piece of U.S. Communities
was the largest single customer—about $12 million a year. Working
with United Stationers and IS, we had four months to onboard that
account and bring the level of our program and services up to their
expectations—which were basically what they had gotten from Office Depot plus some more.
“Very rarely does an independent dealer onboard a $12 million account. That was a challenge and it ranks in the top three or four
challenges we experienced in our entire 40 years.”
Clearly, it has all worked out.
“Along the way there were some anxious moments as you would

expect in a complex endeavor,” acknowledges Guernsey. “There
were times when we wondered if it could work out. It did and we’re
glad we’re a part of it.”

TriMega/Point Nationwide
Tom VanHootegem, vice president of National Accounts for Point
Nationwide, TriMega’s national accounts subsidiary, joined the organization in January 2010, tasked with the mission of implementing its national account strategy to the dealer community.
The primary reasoning behind the program: A belief that it was time
to take back the national account business that had pretty much
defaulted to the big boxes.
During the first half of 2010, Point Nationwide built out the infrastructure for the program, developed Web ordering capability and
a CRM tool, put together sales collateral with talking points and
bid narrative and built a bid department to respond to business opportunities. They also sent out a formal bid for an alliance partner
for Point Nationwide, which was won by SP Richards. The program
formally kicked off on July 1, 2011.
All TriMega dealers were invited as long as they committed to an
annual fee over a two-year period. Still, says VanHootegem, “the
program isn’t right for everyone.
“There were dealers who opted to sit on the sidelines,” he reports.
“For example, dealers in areas where there may not be any national
accounts or rural communities. It probably didn’t make sense for
them to get in.”
About three quarters of TriMega’s dealers are participating in the
program, he says.
“The pursuit of a national account is a very complex for a dealer to
dance around,” states VanHootegem. “You have to respond to an
RFP and show capability on a national basis. Independent dealers
never had to think about that before.”
Training was an important element of getting TriMega dealers up
to speed and that was accomplished via a set of online training
modules, supplemented by hands-on training of dealers in large
markets.
Point Nationwide also has two business development executives
who help dealers integrate their national account business within
their overall business portfolio.
“We help dealers get their national accounts strategies set and
have developed tactics to go to market to capture that business
by getting appointments, making presentations, providing proposals, bid margins, negotiations and contract signings,” explains
VanHootegem.
What do dealers like about the Point Nationwide national accounts
program?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 29
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It gets down to the bottom line—‘How can
I make additional money?’” responds VanHootegem. “If a dealer is in a large market
they now have the capability to capture the
headquarters business they have been
locked out of before. Additionally, dealers
in secondary markets are reaping the rewards when the dealers who secure the
headquarters business need field locations
to service some of the outlying areas.
Those dealers are enjoying additional business without having to go through the drill
of selling it.”
“The national accounts customer wants
one Website to go to, one set of products,
one set of prices, one set of reporting capability,” emphasizes VanHootegem.
“That’s what the Point Nationwide system
provides.
The sweet spot in VanHootegem’s opinion
is the Fortune 501 to 2,000.
“We’re not going after companies like
IBM—there’s no money in it,” he explains.
“We have piggyback agreements with
cities, counties, state, federal, and education. And that ‘s definitely the sweet spot
where the dealer can go into their local
county or federal government and say, ‘I
have a piggy back contract,’ so it doesn’t
have to go to bid and the money stays in
town. We have the federal market nailed as
well.”
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One dealer who has been taking advantage
of the Point Nationwide program from Day
One is Shawn Stahr of R&R Office Supplies
in Richmond, Virginia.
“We really believed in the concept and
knew we needed help going after national
accounts,” says Stahr. “We couldn’t handle
that by ourselves.”
R&R started seeing results within four to
five months after joining the program and
not long after that, they started getting
business from other Point Nationwide dealers.
But what specifically does Stahr like about
the program?
“Their people are the biggest thing, especially now,” he says. “But even in the beginning, they had two of the biggest names
in the business that know how to manage
national accounts and now it’s become
even better because of the regional sales
managers who can come out and help you
and bring leads to the table.”

“The typical independent dealer is calling
on a 15-250 employee company,” explains
Stahr. “It’s a very different sell than a national account, where it typically takes six
months to get any traction at all.”
The guidance that R&R receives from Point
Nationwide has been hugely helpful, he
says, particularly the step-by-step implementation process necessary for pursuing
and winning national account business. It’s
been so helpful that R&R is now using that
process for the local B2B market as well.
This hasn’t been R&R’s first foray into national accounts. They tried it once before
by themselves and the results were predictable.
“We floundered because we didn’t know
what we were doing,” laments Stahr. That’s
the benefit any well-run national accounts
program brings to the independent dealer.
“They know what they’re doing and it
makes a huge difference,” he concludes.

Stahr appreciates the fact that the people
he’s dealing with at Point Nationwide have
been there and done that when it comes to
national accounts success. That’s knowledge your average independent dealer
doesn’t possess.
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Your Long Term View
is Critical If You
Expect Success
By Bill Kuhn

The Future Can Be Planned
We really do have a fairly good idea of what
our economy and industry will look like as
far ahead as 2015, and even beyond that.
When Jim Rapp conducted the annual
dealer survey for last month’s INDEPENPENT DEALER, he asked dealers to comment not only on 2012, but further down
the road as well.
As a follow-up to Jim’s survey, I would urge
the majority of dealers to shift their apparent focus on the short term.
As Jim wrote in his cover story: “Few (dealers) wanted to speculate on what the economy will be like three or four years from
now, and I have to say that most dealers
are not planning that far ahead.”
I was pleased to see both a general increase
in dealer business compared to 2010, and,
generally speaking, optimism that the improvement will continue, although at a slower
pace than we all would like.
However, I am concerned about dealers’
reluctance to take a longer term view and
assess upcoming challenges and opportunities three to five years from now.
Fortunately, there were exceptions among
the responses, with some in the process of
reviewing their business model and re-evaluating just about everything they do.
I hope this column will encourage more of
you to take that longer-term, strategic view.
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There will be uncertainty, but that doesn’t prevent planning. We may actually know as much
about the future as we’ve ever known.
In 2015, we can be confident that we will
be even more tied to the world economy,
particularly the European Union, our largest
trading partner. We know that its economy
is fragile and that the solution to strengthening it will require more than a quick fix.
Economic uncertainty on both sides of the
Atlantic will continue to be a caution for
American business.
We won’t be growing as we did prior to the recession. However, in all probability, that won’t
spell disaster, although it still may restrain
major corporations from spending the abundance of cash they have.
I believe we can plan on moderate economic growth, knowing different marketspecific sectors at different times may
show more growth, as healthcare currently
is showing.
This means that dealers should evaluate each
of the major market sectors available to them
and determine, for their specific dealership,
which ones, in addition to the commercial
sector, they should seek to develop.
Within the industry itself, the dealer comments in January highlighted the most likely
changes: more competition (particularly onINDEPENDENT DEALER

line), more decision makers, growth among
non-traditional customers, a continued increase in online ordering, additional acquisitions and regional expansion, wider
product and service offerings (such as
managed print services) and retail sales improvement (the big boxes are stumbling).
There still will be pricing and margin issues,
but price is not everything. Customers do
want service—which is the reason for a
dealer’s existence.
Personally, I’ve grown tired of hearing about
the need to run “lean and mean” (again,
highlighted in last month’s survey).
I’ve seen too often cost cutting undertaken
without adequate assessment of the real
causes of problems, and made at the expense of the dealership’s future (short-term
versus long-term perspective).
Cost cutting can be necessary, but it can also
lead to the burn out of your very best people
and lower quality and service—all of which
can result in increased costs and lower revenue through lost customers.
Pricing and cost analysis (knowing when
and when not to spend) become very
strategic issues.
Based upon what we do know about our
future economy and our industry, I do not
accept the argument that we cannot plan
ahead or that we will need to remain in a
holding pattern until the economy turns
around.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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Longer-term planning has become a too
low, sometimes non-existent, priority. Consequently, the vision, goals, and the values
required to move forward are too often
rarely discussed.
We do have reasonable insight into the future
and suggesting otherwise is not acceptable.
We can and should prepare strategic plans
that look at the long-term view. We must
focus beyond the next quarter or where
that next sale is.
There may be no important time than now
to develop a meaningful and intentional
strategic business plan.

Blueprint for the Long Term
In addition to mindset, vision, mission and
values as discussed below, there are additional components required in a strategic
plan, including opportunity and risk analysis, goals and strategies.
However, the first four are essential for a
good strategic plan. The other components
can then fall more readily into place.

Strategic Mindset
It all begins by having or developing a
strategic mindset, which involves three
types of thinking:
 Conceptual thinking: the ability to grasp
ideas and concepts from a broader perspective and then putting the pieces of the puzzle
together in arriving at a sound decision.

Vision
Building upon your strategic mindset, determine the identity of your dealership—
what you want it to and what it can be,
what it will be known for, creating a true,
differentiated, and competitive advantage.
What is your destination? A vision, by its
very nature, suggests change. A vision is an
inspiring look inward, outward and forward.
The right vision bridges the present and the
future, creates new ideas, establishes a
standard for excellence, attracts commitment and energizes your people.

Mission
Mission defines purpose—your fundamental reason for being in business. A mission
should answer two basic questions: Why
should customers buy your products and
services? Why should employees be attracted to and remain with your dealership?
The mission statement must be credible
and believable. How many times have you
entered some business, seen the mission
plaque prominently displayed, then cynically thought, “Oh sure!”

Values
Values are an organization’s fundamental
beliefs and relate to its human aspects.
They establish standards upon which important decisions are made.

Set Your Organization Apart and
Achieve Great Things
I am a firm believer that dealer success is
based upon the quality of your people and
personal values.
The talent in your workforce—the ability to
attract, create, retain, and build that talent
into a highly effective team and excelling
based on the personal values you’ve established––will be absolutely critical to surviving
the conditions and developing the opportunities that are prevalent in your future.
In spite of these difficult economic times,
foreseeing the future and planning for it are
not an impossible task. Rather, they can
and must happen to insure the long term viability and prosperity of your business.
The good news is that there already plenty
of organizations who are taking the long
term view and building very successful
business models as a result.
I can cite a personal example. Over the years,
and with even more of my involvement recently, I have devoted a considerable amount
of my time in the healthcare industry, specifically in the hospital management arena. Hospitals, like dealerships, are a service industry.
I am fortunate to be working with two hospitals that have set extremely challenging
(seemingly impossible) visions and have
been able to achieve these visions with
people and personal values that set them
apart from their counterparts.

 Critical thinking: the ability to objectively—
not emotionally—analyze the situation and
evaluate the risks and opportunities associated with any course of action.

They can include such key words as quality,
respect, communication, teamwork, integrity and service (service can encompass
service to your customers, your fellow employees and your community).

I have seen some amazing strategic plans
and models and more importantly, I have
seen some equally impressive results.

 Creative thinking: the ability to visualize
what might or could be and then developing innovative approaches.

A long list of values isn’t necessary—about
four appears to be a manageable number—
but they must be sincere and achievable.

Think about where and how you can be the
best. Set yourself apart and achieve great
things. To achieve success, your long term
plan is critical.

To be meaningful, everyone in your organization should be able to express what each
value means to them personally and articulate the part that they can play to support
each value you have identified.
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Is it too early to decide where you will be
three or five years from now? Absolutely not.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn &
Associates, has been a noted industry
consultant, writer, and speaker with over 40
years of industry experience. In addition to his
contributions to INDEPENDENT DEALER
he also authors a regular column in OFDealer,
our companion publication on the furniture
side of the industry at www.ofdealer.com. For
more information, contact Bill by e-mail
(BillKuhn1@cs.com).
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Time to
STOP Giving
Away Margin
By Rick Marlette

The number one challenge facing any business is how to price its
products. You want to be competitive, but you don’t want to leave
money on the table, either.
All too often, we see independent dealers taking the path of least
resistance and cutting prices way too low and across the board.
The result: Most independent dealers’ prices are far below the
prices charged by the national chains, both retail and contract.
Despite the unprecedented access to chain pricing available today,
many dealers believe that the retail chain pricing is not representative of what their contract customer pays and are convinced they
must slash their prices even lower to compete with chain contract
prices.
The assumption that national chain contract pricing is across the
board lower than their retail sites needs to be better understood
by independent dealers.
Realizing and mimicking chain pricing strategy is the key to raising
your margins while remaining competitive.
It’s also important to understand the rationale that goes into the
chain’s retail and contract pricing. The retail sites are public and
have to compete with the likes of Amazon, Google and others. The
chains’ business sites are closed and customers cannot easily
compare pricing on these sites.

Prices from the retail sites have to be competitive in search engines
while the contract sites are completely hidden.
The chart below shows our analysis of pricing between the lowest
Staples.com retail price and the Staples Business Elite contract
pricing on 19,966 identical items and units.
(Staples Business Elite is the contract that Staples offers to
customers between 20 and 200 employees. Staples sends
customers below 20 employees to its Staples.com site. You can
see how Staples classifies all its customers by visiting www.staplesadvantage.com/solutions.)
Over 52% of the Business Elite contract prices are higher than the
Staples.com pricing for the same item and unit.
Thirteen percent are exactly the same price on the Business site
and the .com site. Business Elite pricing is lower on 35% of the
items.
What this shows is that although some items are cheaper on the
Business Elite contract, Staples more than makes up for it in other
areas. In other words, it is the mix that matters.
Unfortunately we see too many independent dealers dropping all
their prices as an attempt to compete with a few high-profile, lowpriced items.
Independents all too often fail to make it up on the mix and their
profits drop drastically. You can be sure that Staples has the mix
precisely figured to optimize profit.
So how do you stop giving away margin?
You take advantage of the optimizations already done by Staples
and follow their pricing strategies. You don’t shy away from selling
above list price on those B and C items. You make sure your sales
staff fully understands the approach taken by the chains. And most
importantly, raise those prices to match Staples!
Rick Marlette is the founder and co-owner of OPSoftware, makers of
the Item411 and Bid Wizard programs for independent office products
dealers. For more information, visit www.opsoftware.com.
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Is Our
Most
Popular
Form of
Prospecting
Based on
a Lie?

“Can I have a copy of your invoices
please? I will need to see the prices in
order to ensure that I will be cheaper than
your current supplier!”

I ask reps all the time if they approach new
prospects by promising to be lower priced,
and they almost always answer in the affirmative.

How would this make you feel if you were
the potential customer? Would it give you
the sense that the sales representative
(who you have probably just met) had your
best interests at heart?

My follow up question seems to stop most
of them in their tracks: “Do you believe that
you can actually save most prospects
money and have a profitable account in
the long run?”

Recently, I had the opportunity to experience this type of selling when I decided to
change insurance agents. I had other
pains besides price, but every agent I
spoke to skipped the niceties and focused
only on the cost.

The most common answer: No.

“Mr. Buxton, I am certain I can save you a
significant amount of money if you just
send me your invoices,” they told me.

Most people don’t like to use manipulation
to gain customers and most customers
don’t like to be manipulated.

By Tom Buxton

I replied that if they couldn’t save me
money on a short term basis after seeing
my invoices, I would be shocked.

And what happens to a rep who doesn’t
believe they actually can offer the lowest
prices and has been rejected too many
times by prospects that dislike their sales
technique?

Of course they might be able to come up
with a little bit of savings, but in my experience those savings have been temporary
and not worth the cost of a change.
My next statement shocked them: “Thank
you for your time; I will look for an agent
that actually wants to find out about my
needs before they resort to price-based
ploys.”
After a few of these experiences I gave up.
It became obvious that the representatives
I talked to were not even going to ask why
I had begun the process of moviing from
my current supplier. They just assumed
that price was the issue!
Lack of personal service had everything to
do with my motivation to find a new agent,
but none of them even stopped talking
long enough to ask.
Consequently, I gave up looking for a “real
live agent” and connected with an online
brokerage, since it seemed like I wasn’t
going to receive any personal service
anyway.
Because of my recent experience I can
state that now more than ever before, price
based selling makes me sick—emotionallyand almost physically.
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Is our most popular form of prospecting
based on a lie? I believe that it is, and I also
believe the damage it has done to the independent dealer community and our
sales teams is almost incalculable.

All too often, a sort of paralysis sets in.
Reps who sell in the $40K-plus per month
range become “too busy with my current
customers” to prospect, and newer reps
hang on as long as they can, so that they
can continue to collect their paycheck
while they look for a different type of work.
Most owners and principals I speak with
tell me their biggest challenge is getting
new or experienced sales people to open
new accounts.
At the same time they will claim their local
economy is so bad right now that they
can’t really expect to grow anyway.
Simple math is all it takes to blow that argument out of the water. If your company
has market share of less than 30% and
sales reps who sell less than $100K per
month, might I suggest that those reps are
either too lazy or too scared to cold call?
If your company leads with price, you are
basically following a strategy that is patterned after Staples.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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But guess what? You don’t have Staples’ advertising clout or the
type of culture that focuses on a “button” rather than personal interaction.
The strength of the independent dealer community lies in our ability
to find needs, recommend alternate but not necessarily cheaper
solutions and to personally engage with customers.
Caring about people is why most of your reps are in the sales business. They are people pleasers and hate rejection.
Is it any wonder, then, that when reps making prospecting calls
lead with price and promises that they know aren’t true, many (if
not most) of them don’t grow?
My own unscientific estimate is that at most, only 5% of pricedbased propositions, excluding formal bids, will result in long term
customer conversions. The rest represent a stream of constant rejection and more damage to the dealer community.
Can we afford to risk the possibility of 95% of our prospects becoming hostile or guarded towards us because of the way we approach them?
Don’t get me wrong. I am not saying for one moment that customers don’t want and need us to offer competitive pricing.
But I assert—and I think most dealers believe it too—that very few
buyers take the view that they can find the lowest price on everything
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from one single supplier. So why do we lead with such claptrap?
There has got to be a better way to prospect. Next month I will provide some ideas about how this game might become more relationship-oriented and less damaging to our reps and prospects.
However, between now and then I would like to ask you a favor: If
you like my candor (though not necessarily my conclusions), please
let me know what you think about this month’s column.
I am asking you to write a letter to the editor (simon@idealercentral.com) or to me. (tom@interbizgroup.com) In my opinion, improving our reps’ ability to cold call on a regular basis without
resorting to priced-based ploys will be the key to our channel’s long
term success. What do you think?
We are better prepared to compete against the big guys than ever
before. Therefore, shouldn’t we have a plan for opening new accounts that doesn’t burn through prospects and that instead, effectively differentiates us from our impersonal competition?
Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting
organization, works with independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability. For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.
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How to Make

Training Work
By Troy Harrison

Lately, it seems, it’s become fashionable for a lot of sales trainers
to write articles about “why sales training doesn’t work.” At the
same time, not too surprisingly, they take the opportunity to slyly
inject why their sales training is the only sales training that could
possibly buck the trend and work, in this and all other imaginable
worlds. I think I’ll stay away from that.
I prefer to stay on the positive side, so instead of focusing on problems
and shortcomings, let’s talk about how to make sales training work.
In fact, let’s back away a tad and talk about how to make any training work. Will that generate a bit more ROI from the time spent
reading this article? Hopefully, it will.
Almost any sales trainer can, and will, generate ROI for your company.
That’s a big statement, I know, and there are certainly exceptions.
But the reality is this: The economies of sales training are such that
even the most expensive sales trainers can pay for themselves if
just one person in the class takes what he or she learns and uses
it to significantly improve performance.
And I’ve taught very few classes where at least a few people didn’t
take the teachings and run with them.
Again, there are exceptions. There are people out there teaching
techniques that will actually generate negative ROI because the
techniques, when implemented, make the customer uncomfortable
and less likely to buy. But let’s assume that we’re talking about
trainers who at least understand customer friendliness.
So given that basic fact, let’s talk about what you—whether you
are a manager or salesperson—can do to make training work for
you.
Preparation is key. I wish I could tell you how many times I’ve
walked into a room, looked around, and discovered that the salespeople have no real idea of why I’m there or what I’m there to do.
They just know they’re supposed to show up at a certain place at
a certain time but they don’t have a clue as to why.

Lack of professionalism was a reflection on me, after all.
However, too many training programs (again, of any type) end up
looking more like a romper room than a business environment.
Want to maximize the value of your money? Make sure your people
are on their game when they’re in the room and that they are punctual when returning from lunches, breaks, etc.
If you’re the trainee, be the leader.
Look at it this way: You’re going to be there regardless, so if others’
conduct is keeping you from learning, it’s your right to call them on it.
Is it the speaker’s job to ‘control the room?’ To an extent, but I tell
all my clients that I am a trainer and not a babysitter. If your staff
requires a babysitter, that reflects on you!
Focus on the “nuggets”—profitable behavior modifications. As
the training is going on, you will find elements that you have heard
before. That’s going to happen with any experienced worker going
through any type of training.
Training becomes unsuccessful when attendees focus in on those
commonalities and stop looking for the differences.
Virtually any training of any type, however, will have what I call
“nuggets,” or ways to modify behavior that can be very profitable.
I went to a training course for speakers not so long ago and while
98% of it was stuff I had heard before, I’ve been working the other
2% since that session with some excellent results.
Learn and reinforce. There’s no substitute for management that participates in the sessions and learns right along with their people.
There’s also no substitute for management, having learned the lessons, continually reinforcing them after the trainer has left.

Don’t be that guy. If you’re a manager, prep your people on what will
happen and what the expectations are. So much time gets wasted
in these sessions just crossing the “Oh, this is training” hump.
If you’re a salesperson, don’t just settle for a scheduled meeting.
Ask what will be happening and what the expectations are. It’s your
time, after all.
Professionalism is the most basic expectation. When I was a
sales manager and I sent my reps to training, I always did so with
the expectation that they be on their most professional behavior.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
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If a client tells me, “Our profit per stop is up
significantly because of your training,”
that’s great news, and I appreciate it.
But in reality, the improvement is partially
because of what I taught and partially because the company adopted those teachings as part of its culture and reinforced
them in the months since I was there.
Too many managers look at training of any
type as a self-contained, fix-all solution.
It’s not. Good training programs are incorporated into the culture of a company or
department and then reinforced consistently and when opportunity comes up.
Training is designed to show the benefits of
behavioral change. However, true behavioral change does not happen within a oneday or two-day window. It’s ongoing
commitment by management and follow up
that really spikes ROI.
But how do you pick a trainer? Here are
some simple guidelines:
 Pick someone who is expert. There
are a lot of seminar companies out there
that provide general-purpose speakers

with pre-written courses to present. The
training breaks down when the first person asks a question that starts with
“Why?” Make sure your trainer can answer those questions through personal
expertise.
 Pick someone who is willing to
learn. Too many trainers come in with a
‘program in a box’ and end up not
speaking your language. Good trainers
build in pre-training time to learn the
specific challenges and needs of your
business.
 Pick someone who fits your culture
or the culture you would like to have.
Training of any kind should set the tone
for how things are done at your company. If the trainer is training a method
counter to your culture, it won’t be effective. When it comes to sales training,
I always tell my clients that sales training dictates how you want your customers to be treated. Is the curriculum
and approach a fit?
 Finally, pick someone who is available post-session. I’ve heard horror

stories about trainers who came in, presented an outrageously expensive session and then, when management or
the trainees have questions, want to bill
a big amount just for answering. Make
sure your trainer doesn’t mind getting
the occasional call or e-mail post-session.
I always tell my clients they are free to call
or e-mail with questions, and if it gets to a
point where I will need to bill for time, I’ll
let them know well in advance.
A well-designed, well-planned and well-executed training session, supported by ongoing follow through afterwards, can be of
tremendous value for you and your staff. A
bad one can be a time waster. By following
these simple steps, you can make sure that
your training is effective.
Troy Harrison is a sales consultant, trainer,
and the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!”
Learn more and subscribe to his weekly EZine, the HotSheet, at
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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Degrees of Prospecting
By Jim Lester
Remember when we were just called sales
reps? Nothing fancy was necessary. Sometimes our business cards just had our name, no
title. We were in sales and everyone knew it because of our attitude and the way we carried
ourselves.
Now we are Business Development Managers,
Account Managers, Account Executives, Product Specialists, Hunters, Farmers, etc.
What about when you needed to make a call away from the office
and you had to find a payphone?
Customer communication was often accomplished by a handwritten letter. Now that’s a novel approach.
I still remember sending and receiving my first fax. It took five minutes to send and about a day to receive and came curled up into a
small roll of paper that smelled like the old mimeograph machines
from high school.
Then there was the first time you sat in front of a desktop computer,
Mine was a Wang 8088. It was about half the size of the desk and
sounded like an airplane was landing. It operated with two floppy
drives and I thought it was fascinating.
I might also mention there was a time not too long ago when a “big
box” was something I hoped my Christmas present was packaged
in. Those were the days!
We have been in a constant state of change in this world in which
we live and throughout the office products industry, especially for

the independent dealers, and it will continue to change.
But no matter how much things progress and evolve, one thing remains constant: There are three degrees of prospecting and learning how to turn up the temperature will increase new business
conversion results dramatically.

The First Degree
I don’t believe in cold calling! There, I said it. I’m a sales manager
who does not encourage his sales team to make cold calls.
Personally, I think it is rude. “Knock, knock, knock. Excuse me. Would
you please stop what you are doing because what I am selling is far
more important than anything you might currently be doing.”
Sure, I could have called and made an appointment but this was
much easier for me and besides, my boss told me I had to.
I like cheese and bread and all that can go in-between. Given the
choice, I will take it grilled, heated up to the point where the cheese
starts to melt and it’s almost too hot to hold. I feel the same way
about prospecting. The more heat generated the better.

The Second Degree
So how do you take that cold call, which no one likes to either
make or receive, to the next level?
I first utilize the reality that in our industry, at least for now, we still
have a printed catalog. Guess what? Most of us still like to have a
printed resource for ordering, even if we will use the Web to place
the actual order.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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I teach my reps to use the warm call approach, via the phone, in
this manner:
“Good afternoon, my name is Jim Lester and I proudly work for
Faison Office Products, a locally owned and operated business
products firm in Aurora, Colorado.
I am going to be in your area this Thursday afternoon and would
like to drop off our latest catalog, provide some samples and introduce myself. Would that be OK with you?”
My reps will tell you the responses are overwhelmingly positive
compared to other approaches we have tried.
The difference between this warm approach and the purely cold
drop in is that someone is expecting you.
You have a name, you are on a mission and you are looking to
begin building that most important aspect of our business…relationships.
Once you arrive and make the connection with your new best
friend, you can ask a few questions to find your decision maker
contact within this business and move to the next step.
Do not wear out your welcome. Remember, this is just a drop off
and introduction.
Ask for the appropriate contact so you may phone back and set
an appointment.
Ask this gatekeeper, your new best friend, to pass along your information and some of the samples you provided.
When you return to the office to begin your appointment setting
calls, you know whom to specifically ask for and you have your
new best friend’s name to drop to add additional warmth to your
call.
Will it work every time? Extremely doubtful but the added heat will
enhance the possibilities.

The Third Degree
I sold insurance for 10 years and it was the most rewarding and
yet difficult sales position I have held.
In the office products industry, our offerings come in all sizes and
colors, can be unique and fun and certainly fill a specific need in
our day to day lives.
Compare all that to an insurance policy that most don’t read or
even understand. The reward came in knowing you were having a
positive impact on the future of the family you were helping, but
the sale was certainly not always easy.
When creating those relationships I mentioned earlier, we should
borrow a concept from the insurance industry that many times is
overlooked by office products sales professionals.
If you want to turn up the heat to the third degree, ask your current
customers, friends and business associates for referrals.
Warm calls are nice but they will sizzle if you are able to make your
call similar to this:
“Barry, this is Jim Lester with Faison Office Products, a locally
owned business products firm in Aurora.
My good friend and customer, David Mitchell, suggested I contact
you. He felt you may be able to utilize some of the cost saving solutions we provided for his company in the procurement of office
supplies.
David had some very nice things to say about you and your firm
and I would like to set a time to stop by and introduce myself.
Would Tuesday morning at 10 be a good time for you?”
Sure is getting hot in here, yet I know what you might be thinking.
Not everyone likes to give referrals and you are right.
However, sometimes it is the way we ask that makes the difference.
I use the four most important words in my tool box when asking
for referrals: “I need your help.”
I have found time and time again that when you ask someone for
help, their listening changes.
You are offering them the opportunity to make a difference and
most times, if they truly care for you and believe in you, they will
make every effort to help you.
The help you seek is in growing your business and it’s based on
the hope that with the service you have provided to them over the
years, they will offer a list of friends or business associates they
believe will make a good fit.
Turn up the heat yet another notch by having them make the call
for you and arrange an introduction. Now we are cooking!
No matter what degree you use to prospect, working and selling in
our industry through the independent dealer network is rewarding.
Remember to raise the temperature of your prospecting efforts and
I guarantee results will follow.
Jim Lester is sales manager at Faison Office Products, an Aurora,
Colorado-based independent office products dealer.
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